Section 3 Winds Work Sheet Answers
section 3 air movement and wind - midway middle school science - section 3 air movement and wind
key concept global winds and local winds are produced by the uneven heating of earth’s surface. what you will
learn • uneven heating of earth’s surface by the sun causes differences in air pressure that cause wind. • wind
patterns can be global or local and are influenced by the chapter 3 - section 3 winds” study notes - 4
name _____ date _____ core _____ reviewing key concepts – chapter 3, section 3 – “winds” 1.a defining what is
wind? 1.b relating cause and effect how is wind related to air temperature and air pressure? 1.c applying
concepts it’s fairly warm but windy outsidee the concept of wind chill factor to explain why it may section 3:
wind chapter 3 - mrs. wendt - chapter 3 section 3: wind objective: explain how wind causes deflation and
abrasion recognize how losess and dunes form. a. wind erosion carries and deposits sediments over large
areas usually can not pick up heavy sediment factors that affect wind erosion velocity duration particle size
surface area amount of vegetation. section 3 global winds and local winds - vassar's universe - section
3 name class date global winds and local winds continued what are local winds? most of the united states is in
the belt of prevailing westerly winds, which move from west to east. however, you’ve probably noticed that the
wind in your neighbor-hood does not always blow from the west to the east. chapter 1 section 3 global
winds and local winds - section 3 name class date global winds and local winds continued there are three
pairs of major global wind belts on earth: the polar easterlies, the westerlies, and the trade winds. hst earth
interactive textbook national edition ea07ni_atm000303a 2nd pass 03/31/06 steve toole horse latitudes horse
latitudes doldrums polar easterlies polar 2-3 review and reinforce - stephaniecoggins.weebly - section
2-3 review and reinforce ... local windsare winds that blow over short distances. _____10. the flow of air from an
ocean or lake to the land is called a land breeze. _____11. the flow of air from land to a body of water is called a
sea breeze. ... chapter 15 section 3 global winds and local winds - section 3 name class date global
winds and local winds continued what are local winds? most of the united states is in the belt of prevailing
westerly winds, which move from west to east. however, you’ve probably noticed that the wind in your
neighbor-hood does not always blow from the west to the east. hses grsw c07.qxd - slater science - section
7.3 landscapes shaped by wind this section describes how winds shape various landforms. reading strategy
outlining as you read, make an outline of this section. use the green headings as the main topics and the blue
headings as subtopics. add supporting details to the outline. 2-3 section summary - weebly - winds that
blow steadily from specific directions over long distances are called global winds. warm air rises at the equator
and cold air sinks at the poles, causing winds at earth’s surface to blow from the poles toward the ... section
2-3 section summary 3 predicting the 3 predicting the weather weather - section of the atmosphere that
shows the depth of each layer. teach explain that one type of weather satellite, a geostationary satellite, orbits
earth from west to east at an altitude of about 35,800 km. these satellites remain above the same spot on
earth’s surface. polar satellites orbit earth from north to south at the 3. for: 2 3 review and reinforcement
answer key - 2 3 review and reinforcement answer key.pdf free download here study guide and
reinforcement - answer key - novakwiki - home ... section 23-3 review and reinforce (p. 47) 1. mercury 2. venus
3. earth 4. mars 5. mercury, venus, earth, mars 6. 16-2 review and reinforcement pages 15-16 ... 9-3 review
and reinforcement (continued) answer each of ... weather patterns answer key - dublin city schools - 3.
warm 4. dry 5. over land 6. cold 7. air mass 8. tropical 9. maritime 10. polar 11. front 12. continental 13.
occluded 14. cyclone 15. anticyclones air masses and fronts enrich 1. in figure a, the air ahead of the warm air
mass is colder than the air behind the warm air mass. in figure b, the air behind the warm air mass is colder
than the ... 14 section 2 currents and climate - coriolis effect and global winds would cause them to move
in different directions. section 2 currents and climate 1. the gulf stream brings warm water to great britain. the
heat from the water warms the air. 2. southeast 3. cold water rises toward the surface. 4. winds push surface
water away from shore. cold water rises to replace the surface ... section 3 7mxi 7ipigxmsr erh
4vitevexmsr - section 3 7mxi 7ipigxmsr erh 4vitevexmsr mr qq 1mrmqyq (mwxergi mr qq mr qq mr qq mr qq
... etc. if prevailing winds will cause blowing or drifting, consider using a windbreak to protect the unit. • install
the generator on high ground where water levels will not rise and endanger it. it should not operate in or be
subjected to standing water. hses 1ete c19.qxd 5/16/04 2:01 pm page 543 19.3 regional ... - section
19.3 hses_1ete_c19.qxd 5/16/04 2:01 pm page 543. 544 chapter 19 at night,the reverse may take placee land
cools more rapidly than the sea,and a land breeze develops,as shown in figure 13. the cooler air at higher
pressures over the land ... winds associated with the westerlies, as measured at the surface, often
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